Environment & Community

GRADUATE

EC 610. Environment & Community Research (3). Exploration of frameworks for understanding “environment” and “community” and diverse approaches to social science environment and community research. Development of skills necessary for critical knowledge consumption and production.

EC 615. Graduate Colloquium (1). Environment and Community MA graduate students develop, share, and present work related to their thesis or project. Also linked with the Environment and Community Program’s Speaker Series.

EC 620. Economic-Political Dimensions (3). Provides analytical frameworks for understanding the role of political and economic institutions, discourses, organizations, and movements. Variable topics. Repeatable with different content. [Rep 6 times.]

EC 630. Socio-Cultural Dimensions (3). Provides understanding of race/ethnicity, class, gender, place, and culture, including their social construction and varied intersections. Variable topics. Repeatable with different content. [Rep 5 times.]

EC 640. Ecological Dimensions (3). Provides a basic understanding of at least one ecological process or cycle within the context of human-environment relationships. Variable topics. Repeatable with different content. [Rep 3 times.]

EC 690. Master’s Thesis or Project (1-6). Individual work on thesis or project required for M.A. in Social Science degree. [Rep twice for a maximum of 18 units.]

EC 695. Field Research (1-3). Field investigation of issues and/or phenomena related to a student’s culminating experience. [Rep 5 times for a maximum of 9 units.]